Summer 2019

Salone Internazionale del Mobile 2019
Here is a short clip of the last edition of the Salone del Mobile.Milano which conveys the style and elegance of Living
Divani. Welcomed by an artistic play of vertical and horizontal movements created by an exclusive Extrasoft
composition, interspersed with the new Sailor bookcases, visitors are immersed in an aura of lightness, joy and
positivity

Discover more

Living Divani 50+30 at Palazzo Crivelli
Spectacular reflections, clever play of shadows and lights: this video perfectly captures the magical atmosphere that
ranges from the oneiric to the technological-futurist to frame from different points of view the products exhibited at
Palazzo Crivelli during the Fuorisalone 2019

Discover more

Living Divani 50th Anniversary
Enjoy the fantastic video of the exclusive event organized for the celebration of the 50th anniversary of Living Divani
and the 30 years as artistic director of Piero Lissoni. For the occasion, the company showroom has been completely
renovated and the public has been captivated by a "Wow effect" that has given Extrasoft a unique and unforgettable
interpretation

Discover more

NEWS

Livingspace Vancouver
In Vancouver, Livingspace is renewed, expanding the space reserved for Living Divani within its showroom located in
the Armory District

Discover more

Waterfront Costa Smeralda
Waterfront Costa Smeralda is the ideal opportunity to show the stylistic harmony between Living Divani and
Sanlorenzo, brands that, in addition to sharing the artistic direction of Piero Lissoni, are both synonymous with
elegance and understated luxury

Discover more

Junya Ishigami in Shanghai
As a first stop on an international tour, Freeing Architecture is presented in Shanghai, in close collaboration with the
Power Station of Art

Discover more

Le mobilier d'architectes, de 1960 à 2020
Living Divani is the protagonist in Paris at the "Cite de l'architecture & du patrimoine" with the Family Chair chairs
designed, in 2011, by Junya Ishigami

Discover more

Camera con Vista by Elle Decor Italia
The outdoor collection of Living Divani has been protagonist of the windows of the Rinascente flagship store in Via
del Tritone in Rome with a project by Elle Decor Italia in collaboration with Elisa Ossino Studio

Discover more

Domus Tiandi in Beijing
Living Divani confirms its international success underlying the importance of the Chinese market with the opening of a
new monobrand in Beijing within Domus Tiandi, a mall reserved for the most prestigious brands of Made in Italy
design

Discover more

SAVE THE DATE

In the scheme of things - Nathan Yong Retrospective Show
From September 13th to October 6th 2019 - Singapore
To celebrate Nathan Yong's 20 years in furniture design, 30 of the most representative works developed by the
designer are exhibited at the DesignSingapore Council, together with 10 new proposals that reveal the current
collaborations with companies to create a "thought provoking" design. using materials and innovative processes

Discover more

I-MADE @ Saatchi Gallery
From September 19th to 22th 2019 - London
Living Divani takes part in the inaugural edition of I-MADE (Italian Manufacture, Art and Design Exhibition). Set up for
the London Design Festival in the exclusive setting of the Saatchi Gallery in London, the exhibition, curated by Giulio
Cappellini, offers an overview of the innovation and craftsmanship of Made in Italy through the presence of some of
the most famous companies of Italian design and manufacture

Discover more

